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1. a. What is the Jurisprudencial aspect of Marriage in Islam? 

b. “Marriage among Muhammadans is a sacrament as well as civil contract.” Explain the 

statement. 

c. What are the legal effects of Fashid Marriage?              (4+8+4) 

 

2. a. What are the absolute prohibitions in Muslim Marriage? 

b. What is Khyar-ul-Bulugh? 

c. What is the way to solve the problem of relative prohibition in marriage?         (8+4+4) 

 

3. a. Is divorce allowed in Islamic Law? If yes, then when it is allowed? 

b. What is the difference between Talaq and Divorce? 

c. Write a short note on Talaq-us-Sunnat?                 (4+4+8) 

 

4. a. What are the essentials of a valid gift or Hiba? 

b. What is the constitutional validity of Oral Gifts? Explain it with case references. 

c. Is registration compulsory for Hiba?                             (4+8+4) 

 

5. a. Write down the legal incidence of Wakf? 

b. What are the objects of Wakfs? 

c. Who is Mutawalli? What are the eligibility criteria to be a Mutawalli? What are the 

limitations   of Power of Mutawalli?                  (4+4+8) 

 

6. a. What is Dower? 

b. What is the difference between Dower and Maintenance? 

c. Is a Muslim Divorced Woman entitled to get maintenance? Explain the answer with 

relevant  case references.                  (4+4+8) 

 

 

 



7. Mohd. Irfaan, a Sunni Muslim, makes a wasiyat in favour of Amzad, Abir, Atiya and 

Rasool respectively. As mentiontioned in the wasiyatnama they get Rs. 20000/, 40000/, 

60000/, 80000/ respectively. Mr. Irfaan leaves behind a property of Rs. 210000/.  Will all 

the legatees succeed ? Decide the quantum of property each legatee will get.               16 

 

8. Abdullah dies leaving heirs as  Wife ( 2 wives), Full Sister, Mother, Father, Son (3 sons) 

and Daughter( 4 daughters). He left a property of gross Rs 1800000/. He has made a 

testamentary wakf of Rs. 10 Lacs in favour of a Dargah. Distribute his property under 

Muslim Law.                 16 

 


